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Problem: Creating a joint shape model from independent statistical shape models

Disaster Victim Identification (DVI) - Given only

the skull shape, how can we identify the correct

face within a face database? We propose to

solve this problem by obtaining the joint face-

skull probability distribution from independent

Statistical Shape Models (SSM) of the human

face [1] and the human skull [2]. The models are

joint with independent tissue-depth information

[3] using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).

Contribution

⌅ Showing that facial reconstruction can be formulated as a

conditional distribution of plausible face shapes given a skull

shape

⌅ Showing how skull pixels can easily be identified in an MRI

⌅ Solving co-registration of independent statistical shape models

?

Statistical Shape Models

Our Statistical Shape Models (SSM) are created as Gaussian Process Morphable Model (GPMM)

[4]. The face and skull models are created independently from sets of example shapes.
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Mean shapes and the first 2 principal components (PC) of the face and skull shape models.
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Combining the independent models
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To combine the models we first estimate the

face distribution for random skull samples

using MCMC (see separate box). The joint

face-skull model is computed by building a

dataset from the individual skull samples

and a subset of face samples from their re-

spective posterior distributions.

Posterior Face distribution - General Idea
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The joint face-skull distribu-

tion is modelled as a multivari-

ate Gaussian distribution over

face and skull shape.

�F ,�S ⇠ N (µF ;µS,⌃F ;⌃S)

Placing Tissue-depth markers

Tissue-depth markers are

placed on the skull with po-

sition, depth and variance

according to tissue-depth

measurements [3]. A total of

40 tissue-depth markers are

placed on the skull.

Posterior Face distribution

The full distribution of face shapes over a given skull shape is esti-

mated with MCMC by sampling random face shapes from the face

shape model.
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Simulating the Joint Face-Skull Distribution

The face distribution for each skull shape

is defined by multiple likelihood terms:

⌅ Tissue-vector intersection depth

⌅ Tissue-vector symmetry

⌅ Face in skull detection

⌅ Point correspondence (in a single

point)

P (~✓|Dtvi, Dsym, c,Dcs) /
P (~✓)Ptvi(D

tvi|~✓)Ptvs(D
sym|~✓)Pfs(c|~✓)Pcs(D

cs|~✓)

Experiment & Results - Face identification given a skull

Unknown skull

Face identification for the skull (top+bottom 3)

1 2 3 7 8 9

The 3D face database is projected into the com-

bined conditioned model. The faces are ranked

according to their likelihood to fit the skull.

The number next to the experiment (listed be-

low) mentions the number of faces in the face

database.

Results of the ranking experiment with 9

skulls. In all the experiments we get a con-

sistent top 30% average ranking. The num-

ber next to the experiment mentions the

number of faces in the face database.

Experiment µ µ norm � Min Max

MRI (9) 2.44 0.27 1.67 1 5

Scan (9) 2.89 0.32 1.54 1 5

Photo (9) 3.00 0.33 1.80 1 6

Scan (306) 91.89 0.30 44.23 26 159

Photo (106) 31.56 0.29 27.03 4 82

Model evaluation

Evaluation of the number of PC’s used in

the face identification experiment. We find

that around 50 PC’s gives the best result.

From this, we conclude that it is not only

the size but a combination of different skull

shape characteristics which are needed to

identify the likely faces.

MRI Skull Segmentation: Conditioning the joint model on a face

PC. 2: -3 PC. 1: -3 Mean PC. 1: +3 PC. 2 +3
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